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A. Option
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C. Option
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A project manager obtains approval of an important deliverable.
Later, while reviewing the monthly progress report, they notice
that that deliverable's status has been changed back to
"pending." it is discovered that a new request for approval was
submitted by the client team.
What should the project manager do first to avoid this problem
in the future?
A. Request that deliverable statuses are only updated according
to the project team
B. Document this m the issue log and review the stakeholder
engagement plan
C. Review the scope management plan and distribute it to the
client team
D. Identify this issue as a new rusk and escalate it to the
project sponsor
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
class Car implements TurboVehicle, Steerable {
// Car methods &gt; interface Convertible
{
// Convertible methods
}
public class SportsCar extends Car implements Convertible {
}
Which statement is true?
A. Instances of car can invoke convertible methods.
B. SportsCar must implement methods define by convertible.
C. SportsCar must override methods defined by car.
D. SportsCar must implement methods from TurboVehicle and
steerable
Answer: B
Explanation:
To declare a class that implements an interface, you include an
implements clause
in the class declaration.
By convention, theimplements clause follows the extends clause,
if there is one.
Here are the some point that must be considered while
implementing an interface (or interfaces)
into a java class.
A class implementing an interface must either implement all the
methods of that interface
otherwise known as the abstract class.
A class in java may extend at most one superclass because java

does not allow multiple
inheritance, by it may implement more than one interface.
Multiple inheritance in java is achieved through the
interfaces.
When a class implements more than one interface then implement
statement requires a commaseparated list of interfaces to be implement by that class.
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